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The senator’s request for information follows September reports that two Fed officials had been actively trading
individual stocks and investments while setting Fed policies during the pandemic.

Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass) announced she has written to Federal Reserve Board Chair Jerome Powell,
requesting additional information regarding the Fed’s ethics scandal concerning potential COVID-related insider
trading. Warren previously wrote Powell in October, asking that the Fed release a particular March 23, 2020 e-
mail warning against active trading and any other ethics advice given to Fed officials when they were involved in
financial markets in response to the COVID-19 crisis. At that time, an except from that e-mail had been provided,
but no other information. The provided excerpt had cautioned Fed officials to “avoid unnecessary trading for a
few months as the Fed dived deeper into markets.”

As no other information has yet been provided by the Fed, Warren requested that Powell turn over, by Dec. 13,
2021, the full March 23, 2020 e-mail and any other ethics advice or information provided, a full disclosure of all
stock, bond, and other investment trades by Fed governors and presidents from January 1, 2020 to present,
and a staff briefing on the new rules the Fed announced on Oct. 21, 2021, regarding the purchase and trading of
individual securities and the timeliness of reporting and public disclosure by Fed policymakers and senior staff.

Warren stated in her letter that “timely release” of the information sought “is critical so that Congress and the
public can evaluate the full extent” of the Fed officials’ activities in the insider trading scandal. She also noted
that the Fed’s delay in providing information “compound[s] concerns about the Fed’s lack of transparency and
… commitment to seriously and fully addressing the Fed’s broken ethics culture.” Warren’s letter comes on
the heels of her call for the SEC to investigate the extent of trading activity and possible ethics violations from
high-ranking Fed officials. The senator has also prompted regional Fed leaders to follow the ethics guidelines
previously established in her Anti-Corruption and Public Integrity Act.
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